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ABSTRACT

Signal processor design for detection and tracking of
high-speed manoeuvring targets is still a challenging
problem in radar literature. To effectively process and
extract actionable information from this class of targets,
high pulse repetition frequency (HPRF) radars are
employed. HPRF radars transmit a large number of
pulses in short duration of time to swiftly gather
information about the target of interest. Because of this
high sampling rate, HPRF radars provide accurate relative
velocity (V_r) information but have ambiguity in range
estimations. However, to unfold the target trajectory
using only V_r information requires additional data
about the initial conditions of the target and velocity of
the transmitter. The HPRF processing is further
complicated if there are multiple manoeuvring
(accelerating or decelerating) targets in scene. The
reflections from this class of targets are spread out in
both time and frequency rendering classical signal
processing techniques futile. In this work we propose a
multi-channel radar signal processor (RSP) design to
address the afore mentioned limitations. The proposed
RSP consists of two parallel channels designed to address
the problems of range ambiguity, doppler extraction and
doppler association. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach using several challenging use
cases. We propose fusion of compressed sensing (CS),
doppler filter bank (DFB) and fractional Fourier transform
(FrFT) operating in a parallel channel architecture to
achieve the objective. All the channels are designed to
work synchronously complementing each other for an
effective and robust RSP design.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Classical Radar Signal Processing algorithms use
Convolutional filter for improving SNR, Doppler Filter
Bank (FFT) to extract relative velocity information and
CFAR to mitigate false alarms. The algorithms work
effectively for CV targets and slowly maneuvering CA
targets (piece-wise CV model) since the range and
velocity estimations can be isolated. However, for highly
maneuvering targets, response of doppler filter bank is
saturated due to chirp velocity profile. The return
responds in all the frequency bins simultaneously due to
the chirp return profile. The problem is further
worsened in a multi target scenario which requires
precise range and velocity mappings to detect and track
the targets properly. Wrong associations would result it
erroneous predictions and track loss. The problem
statement can be summarized as :

• Design of a multi-channel signal processor system for
estimating intermittent true ranges using LPRF (
called ‘range channel’ ) and using the information in
Doppler channel to identify the Prescence of multiple
targets and appropriately associate the extracted
parameters for accurate detection and tracking of
individual targets.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

To address this problem, we proposed multi-channel 
signal processor architecture consisting of :
a) Range channel working on LPRF processing using 

Compressed Sensing
b) Doppler channel for velocity estimation of CV

targets
c) Fractional Fourier Transform Channel to identify 

the Prescence of multiple targets
d) Target parameter association for accurate

detection and tracking of multiple targets.
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Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture for multi-
channel signal processor design. Radar returns are
inherently sparse in nature and readily amenable for
Compressed Sensing analysis. The range channel
consists of high dimensional LPRF returns which are
compressed to the order of HPRF returns using sensing
matrix and staggered HPRF returns. The data flow
across is reconstruction algorithms is controlled by
timing circuitry. The information from LPRF channel is
extracted using l1 optimization algorithm and HPRF
information is extracted using Optimized CRT using
LPRF information. Doppler channel if further split into
FFT and FrFT channel. CV targets are accurately
processed using FFT channel and CA targets are
processed using FrFT channel. The details of
performance are presented in Results and Discussion
section. Table I and Table II show the variation in ‘ɑ’
for accelerating and decelerating targets.

.

Table I  - Computation of velocity, acceleration and 
‘ ɑ ‘ (alpha) for accelerating targets

Table II  - Computation of velocity, acceleration and ‘ 
ɑ ‘ (alpha) for decelerating targets

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To determine the efficacy of proposed algorithm, we
have considered six trajectories in three leg format
with two targets per dwell for comprehensive testing.
Target movement is divided into three legs with a
combination of CV and CA modes as shown in Fig. 2.
For multi-target scenario, parameter extraction is
challenging because of interference between target
dopplers which may result in erroneous association
of parameters in turn causing erroneous range
estimations as shown in Fig. 5. For a single target
case, doppler response peaks in either DFB or FrFT
channel which can be easily extracted and used for
range estimation. Multi-target scenario has two
problems: (a) association of appropriate filter
information for range estimation assuming targets
have different initial velocities but same acceleration,
and (b) loss of information if the targets start
accelerating with same and have same initial velocity.
The range estimation for both the targets is
propagated in (b) assuming both the targets are
moving in similar trajectories. This case is resolved
with the availability of additional information.
However, this is a unique scenario with a very low
probability of occurrence. Fig. 3 shows the output of
doppler for CV-CA-CV input and Fig. 4 shows the
magnitude plot of CA-CV-CA input.

Figure 1 : Block diagram of the proposed architecture

Figure 2 : Velocity and Doppler Profile for 6 Targets in 2
modes. Left column shows the velocity profile for CV-
CA-CV mode for targets 1 (red), 2 (blue), 3 (green) and
CA-CV-CA modes for targets 4 (red), 5 (blue), 6 (green).
Right column shows the doppler profile derived from
velocity profile. The targets shown are accelerating at
4g (red), 6g (blue), 9g (green) with g = 9.8 m/s^2.

Figure 3 : Output of doppler channel for CV-CA-CV
mode with target accelerating at 4g (39.2 m/s^2). The
output of FrFT (ɑ = 1.0196) for CV phase is spread out
as seen in Figs. (a)-(b) followed by transition phase in
Fig. (c) and compressed plot for CA phase in Fig. (d).
Figs. (e)-(h) show the performance of DFB for same
input with successful compression in CV phase.

Figure 4 : Magnitude plot of FrFT channel for 2 targets
moving in CA-CV-CA mode with targets accelerating at
9g (88.2 m/s^2) with initial velocity of 250 m/s and 350
m/s. The output of FrFT for CA phase has two distinct
peaks as seen in Figs. (a)-(b) followed by transition
phase in Fig. (c) and CV phase output in Fig. (d). FrFT
successfully compresses CA target by rotating the time-
frequency plane by ‘ɑ = 1.0294' as seen in Figs. (a)-(b).
Figs. (e)-(h) show the complementary performance of
DFB.

Figure 5: Range estimation performance. (a) Proper 
association and (b) Incorrect association.


